The VM power off dialog shows unusual name of VM.

The VM power off dialog shows the unusual name of VM.

Step:

1. Create/Integrate a Compute Resource of GCE in/with the foreman.
2. Wait for all the VMs to be listed in VMs tab under GCE CR.
3. Click the Power off/on the button and wait for the dialog to display for confirmation.

Actual Result:

The VM power off dialog shows the unusual name of VM.

Expected Result:

The VM power off dialog should show an actual VM name as it is from GCE.

Revision 07a19c7f - 06/12/2019 07:23 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #26812,#26814 - display correct vm_details in notifications

History
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- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6780 added
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- Found in Releases 1.20.0 added
- Fixed in Releases 1.22.1, 1.23.0 added
- Fixed in Releases deleted (1.22.0)

#3 - 06/12/2019 08:01 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 07a19c7f8bbfb81ad741a6c64203c8f2cf0a323d.

#4 - 06/19/2019 08:42 AM - Jitendra Yejare
- Bugzilla link set to 1721895

#5 - 06/21/2019 12:00 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6794 added
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